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The Elements of a Successful Election

There are four elements necessary to conduct a successful election: candidates; voters; election officials; and private sector providers.

Candidates –

Each year, thousands of dedicated citizens from all corners of this great nation step forward to become candidates for federal, state, or local public office. They run in open, transparent elections, develop platforms consisting of a multitude of planks, and expose their every weakness, and virtually every word ever uttered or written, to public examination and analysis. They subject themselves to media scrutiny, and open themselves up to rumors, lies and innuendo perpetrated by the press and those who oppose their candidacy, all in an effort to shape the public policy that may benefit their local society or even the entire nation.

These candidates work tirelessly meeting voters, explaining their credentials and justifying their political positions. They raise and spend millions of dollars and they are vital to the success of the electoral process, as without them, the entire ritual would be unnecessary.

Voters –

Likewise, many Americans, on average about fifty-five percent of voters, participate in the presidential election every four years¹ by casting a vote for the candidate they perceive to be the best person to represent their interests and those of our nation. Some become more involved by working for the candidate(s) of their choice. Those candidates, as well as the electorate who cast votes for them, are vital to the success of the electoral process, as without them, there would be no need for an election.

Candidates and the electorate comprise the first two of four essential elements of a successful election, or one that contains no hidden surprises, is easy to understand and produces an obvious winner on, or as close to election day as possible.

These two elements are intertwined in a variety of ways. Candidates must possess the skills necessary to explain their platforms to the electorate in a concise, easily understood manner, thereby motivating the electorate to participate in the election process. The electorate must interrupt their otherwise busy work schedule to cast a vote for their candidates of choice in a variety of elections from the local school board to the President of the United States.

It is not good enough, however, to simply hold an election. Elections must be transparent, easy to understand and successful in every way. A successful election, however, requires the participation of two additional elements, the public and private sectors.

**Election Officials –**

The role of the public sector is apparent to most voters. It is comprised of those government employees serving as election officials who take on the awesome responsibility of –

- voter registration,
- maintaining an accurate voter registration database,
- candidate compliance with general laws, rules and regulations, including finance laws,
- creation of an election timeline that conforms to both federal and state laws and regulations,
- creation of a well-designed ballot,
- election communication and outreach,
- providing voter support,
- processing applications and verifying and processing mail ballots,
- complying with all applicable laws on accessibility to the ballot,
- selection of polling places and opening and closing those polling places on time,
- complying with all applicable laws on polling place accessibility, campaigning, etc.,
- selection and training of polling place workers and volunteers,
- voter check-in at the polls,
- providing for an easy in-and-out voting process,
- tabulation of accurate and secure election results,
- dissemination of the results to the public,
- conducting audits and recounts.

Government officials who comprise the public sector are responsible for maintaining order, providing transparency, and ensuring the integrity of the election process. And, the public sector role does not begin or end on election day as it is also responsible for conducting recounts, the certification of the winners, and in some cases the swearing-in to their new public office, those candidates who were successful on election day.

**The Private Sector:**

The final, yet equally critical element of a successful election is the private sector. It is the work of this sector that provides the equipment and supplies necessary for the execution of a flawless election. From voter registration systems to tabulators, from accessible mail ballot programs to accessible polling place equipment, no election in the modern age could be accomplished without the efforts of the private sector.
Developing the equipment, supplies, and technical programs necessary for the seamless experience of the voter requires a comprehensive knowledge of the election process and a particular set of skills that joins the conceptual to the actual in the provision of a structure that will accomplish a distinct yet essential portion of the entire system. Enabling those with a disability, for example, to vote privately and independently, from home or in the polling place, preserves the integrity of the election for a particular segment of the voting population which is now estimated to have reached seventeen percent. Ignoring those needs violates the constitutional rights of the individual. Meeting the need, however, requires the imagination and labor of the private sector which can happen only through an intense understanding of what is needed by the candidate, the electorate, and the public sector.

By taking advantage of the experience and knowledge of a public sector employee, a private sector company is best suited to meet the specific and particular needs of the public sector, the candidates and the electorate it works to serve. Doing so brings the voting experience full circle and unites the four essential elements of a successful election.
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